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Abstract

The motto In God We Trust is printed on American currency. Yet, the Bible is not taught in the public-school system. Though America’s beginnings were Christian and founded upon biblical principles, laws have been passed in postmodern America that seem to contradict the Holy Scriptures standard of morality. Religious divisions concerning the Holy Scriptures have transpired throughout human history. This paper traces religious discords that have occurred over the last 2000 years to reveal the roots of disunity that precedes America’s apathy toward the Bible as the infallible authority and standard to live by. This paper is broken into two major sections. The first section focuses on three major splits (Judaism-Christianity, Christianity-Catholicism, and Catholicism-Protestantism) that occurred during the first 1500 years during and after the time of Christ. The second section examines specific occurrences (Removing the Bible from Public Schools, Adding the Motto “In God We Trust”, Removing Prayer from Public Schools, and Biblical Opinion in America) in America during the 400 years following.
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This makes two distinct judgments—one for Christians and one for non-Christians after the millennium. Then, Christ reigns on earth as the full extent of God’s kingdom lasts for 1,000 literal years. Most see this happening in Jerusalem, Israel. Jesus will judge the wicked; then, a new earth is created after Christ returns and after His 1,000 year reign (of course there are many divergent views in this camp, but this is the prominent view). 3. Postmillennialism: This view sees this passage as the successes of the spread of the gospel, which we, the Church, are responsible for and the resulting Christian Disunity: Tracing Scriptural Discords of the Divisions Among the Early Church and Through to the Middle Ages Judaism-Christianity Separation Judaism, Christianity, and Catholicism experienced significant divisions pertaining to the Holy. Aus:http://digitalcommons.liberty.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1015& Ergebnisse für christian disunity Copyright © 2015 Jraces Sucher. This series represents all of the Third Millennium courses we host here at Our Daily Bread Christian University. We are delighted to be able to work with Third Millennium ministry to achieve the same goal of designing courses that provide Christian education to believers around the world who lack opportunity for training in ministry. As new courses become available we will add them to this series. The Book of Acts. But despite these types of disunity, there is a common core of belief that all faithful Christians have affirmed throughout history. And for almost two millennia, this core of belief has been summarized in the Apostles’ Creed. This course explains the history and use of the Apostles’ Creed,…. View.